
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ALIFE AIR Celebrates Triumph with KBi (Cabbie) MVP Sales, Capitalizing on Europe's 
Growing Demand for Zero Emission Commercial Vehicles 

[Singapore - Nov’2023] — ALIFE AIR proudly declares a resounding victory with the successful 
market penetration of KBi (Cabbie) MVP Sales in Europe. This achievement comes at a crucial 
time as Western Europe intensifies its Zero Emission policy, specifically targeting the 
commercial vehicles sector. 

Exciting Market Expansion: The KBi (Cabbie) MVP Sales have surged ahead, capturing the 
burgeoning demand in Europe's commercial vehicle landscape. ALIFE AIR's strategic entry 
aligns perfectly with the region's commitment to sustainable practices, creating a win-win 
scenario for both environmental consciousness and economic growth. 

Tapping into Europe's Potential: As Western Europe propels its Zero Emission agenda, the 
potential market size for electric commercial vehicles is unprecedented. ALIFE AIR positions 
itself as a key player in this transformative period, catering to the increasing need for eco-
friendly solutions in urban mobility. 

Revolutionizing Commercial Transport: KBi (Cabbie) MVP's success signals a revolution in the 
commercial transport sector, with ALIFE AIR leading the charge towards a greener future. The 
vehicle's efficiency, coupled with Europe's progressive policies, sets the stage for unparalleled 
growth and positive environmental impact. 

Future Forward: ALIFE AIR remains committed to pushing boundaries and setting new 
standards in sustainable urban mobility. The triumph of KBi (Cabbie) MVP Sales in Europe is a 
testament to our dedication to innovation and meeting the evolving needs of the global market. 

About ALIFE AIR: ALIFE AIR is a pioneering engineering company based in Singapore, dedicated 
to revolutionizing urban mobility with innovative, zero-emission solutions. Our KBi (Cabbie) MVP 
Sales success underscores our commitment to driving positive change on a global scale. 

For media inquiries, please contact [Media Contact Person] at [Contact Email/Phone]. Join us 
as we continue to shape the future of urban transportation, one successful market at a time. 

ALIFE AIR - Redefining Urban Mobility, Leading the Charge for a Sustainable Tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The team at MOVE Europe exciting with their KBi (MVP version) 

 



 

A successful market test and feedback in Europe markets. 

 

 


